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ON THE FLAT COHOMOLOGY OF BINARY NORM FORMS
RONY A. BITAN AND MICHAEL M. SCHEIN
Abstract. Given a quadratic number field k = Q(
√
d) with narrow class number h+d and dis-
criminant ∆k, let Od be the orthogonal Z-group of the associated norm form qd. In this paper we
describe the structure of the pointed set H1fl(Z,Od), which classifies quadratic forms isomorphic
(properly or improperly) to qd in the flat topology, and express its cardinality in terms of h
+
d and
h+−d. Using this cohomological language we extend the classical result of Gauss that the composition
of any form of discriminant ∆k with itself belongs to the principal genus.
1. Introduction
Let k = Q(
√
d) be a quadratic field with discriminant ∆k; here d 6∈ {0, 1} is a square-free
integer. Gauss showed in his famous Disquisitiones Arithmeticae [Gau] that the narrow class group
Pic+(Ok) of k, properly (i.e., with det = 1 isomorphisms) classifies binary integral quadratic forms
of discriminant ∆k. A modern perspective on this classical idea, used in the 1980’s by Ono [Ono2]
for number fields and extended by Morishita [Mor] to general global fields, observes that the
integral model of the norm torus associated to k/Q, induced by the ring extension Ok/Z, is the
special orthogonal group of the associated integral norm form qd, and that its first flat cohomology
set over Z classifies binary integral quadratic forms of discriminant ∆k. Analogously, the first
Nisnevich cohomology set classifies forms in the principal genus. In this paper we extend this
approach to arbitrary quadratic orders O ⊆ Ok and then use flat cohomology, including a recent
result of Gille [Gil], to obtain a total classification (not up to proper isomorphism), in terms of the
Picard group Pic O, of integral forms that are locally isomorphic for the flat topology to the norm
form associated to certain orders O/Z.
If Od is the orthogonal group of qd, the proper classification, which is represented due to Gauss
by Pic +(Ok), need not inject into the total one given by H1fl(Z,Od). On the other hand, we shall
see in (4.1) that if d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4), then H1fl(Z,Od) contains classes of forms of discriminant −∆k.
This phenomenon does not occur if d ≡ 1(mod 4), in which case qd is non-diagonal.
After establishing some facts concerning the special orthogonal group Nd of qd in the next two
sections, we obtain in Section 4 a description of the finite groupsOd/Nd, which turns out to depend
This work was supported by grant 1246/2014 from the Germany-Israel Foundation. The first author was also
supported by a Chateaubriand Fellowship of the Embassy of France in Israel, 2016.
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only on the residue of d modulo 4. From this we deduce the structure of H1fl(Z,Od) in the final
section. We show (Lemma 5.5 and Corollary 5.11) that:
H1fl(Z,Od) =


H1fl(Z, Nd) d ≡ 1(mod4)
(H1fl(Z, Nd)/ ∼)
∐
(H1fl(Z, N
′
−d)/ ∼) d ≡ 2, 3(mod4).
(1.1)
Here the abelian groups H1fl(Z, N d) and H
1
fl(Z, N
′
−d) properly classify integral forms that are locally
isomorphic for the flat topology to the forms x2 − dy2 and x2 + dy2, respectively; the equivalence
relation ∼ is determined by [ax2+bxy+cy2] ∼ [ax2−bxy+cy2]. Moreover, we show in Lemma 5.12
that, for any d,
H1fl(Z, Nd) = {±1}µ(d) × Pic+(Ok), where µ(d) :=
{
1 d < 0
0 d > 0.
The same is true for Z[
√
d] when d ≡ 1 (mod 4), cf. Proposition 5.13. This description leads to
a formula expressing the cardinality of H1fl(Z,Od) in terms of h
+
d and h
+
−d (Proposition 5.14).
Furthermore, we show in Corollary 5.15 that any Nd-torsor, tensored with itself, belongs to the
principal genus of qd. This may be viewed as as extension, in the language of cohomology, of
another well-known theorem of Gauss about Pic+(Ok).
Acknowledgements: The authors thank B. Conrad, P. Gille and B. Kunyavski˘ı for valuable
discussions concerning the topics of the present article.
2. Preliminaries
Let k/Q be a Galois extension with Galois group Γ = Gal(k/Q) and degree n = [k : Q]. Let
Gm and GLn denote the multiplicative and general linear Z-groups, respectively. Fixing a Z-basis
Ω = {ω1, ..., ωn} for an order (i.e. a Z-lattice of maximal rank) OΩ ⊆ Ok, we obtain an embedding
ι : RΩ := ResOΩ/Z(Gm) →֒ GLn, where ResOΩ/Z(Gm) denotes the Weil restriction of scalars (see
[BLR, §7.6]). Composition with the determinant provides a map RΩ → Gm, which we abusively
denote det. Let ρ : O×Ω ≃ RΩ(Z) be the natural isomorphism, so that Nk/Q(α) = det(ι(ρ(α))) for
all α ∈ O×Ω ; see Exercise 9(c) of [Bou, Section II.5]. We obtain a short exact sequence of Z-groups:
1→ NΩ → RΩ det−−→ Gm → 1, (2.1)
whose generic fibers are the norm torus N := Res
(1)
k/Q(Gm), the Weil torus R := Resk/Q(Gm), and
the multiplicative Q-group Gm, respectively. Their geometric fibers at any prime p are denoted by
(NΩ)p, (RΩ)p and (Gm)p, respectively, whilst their reductions are overlined. If OΩ is the maximal
order Ok, we omit the subscript Ω. The groups of Z-points of these integral models are the maximal
compact subgroups of N(Q), R(Q) and Q×, respectively.
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While Gm and RΩ are smooth over SpecZ, the kernel NΩ need not be smooth, in the sense that
it may have a non-reduced reduction at some prime. So instead of using e´tale cohomology, we shall
restrict ourselves to flat cohomology. To this end we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The scheme NΩ is flat over SpecZ.
Proof. We wish to apply the Miracle Flatness Theorem [Mat, Theorem 23.1] to the map det : RΩ →
Gm from the sequence (2.1). As the two schemes are smooth, hence regular and Cohen-Macaulay,
it suffices to check that all geometric fibers of NΩ = ker(det) have the same dimension [k : Q]− 1.
The only thing to verify is that the map det : (RΩ)p
detp−−→ (Gm)p in the reduction of sequence (2.1)
is not trivial for any p. But this is clear since det is surjective. 
Applying flat cohomology to (2.1) gives rise to a long exact sequence of pointed sets (see [Gir,
Proposition 3.3.1.(i)]):
1→ NΩ(Z)→ RΩ(Z) ∼= O×Ω
Nk/Q−→ {±1} → H1fl(Z, NΩ)→ H1fl(Z, RΩ)→ H1fl(Z,Gm) = Pic (Z) = 0.
(2.2)
By Shapiro’s Lemma [SGA3, XXIV, Prop. 8.2] we have H1fl(Z, RΩ)
∼= H1fl(OΩ,Gm,OΩ) = Pic (OΩ).
Thus (2.2) can be rewritten as
1→ {±1}/Nk/Q(O×Ω )→ H1fl(Z, NΩ)→ Pic (OΩ)→ 1. (2.3)
The maximal order Ok is a Dedekind domain, whence its Picard group coincides with the ideal
class group of k. The set {±1}/Nk/Q(O×k ) is equal to the zero-Tate cohomology set H0T (Γ,O×k ) (see
[Ono2, Example 1]). Thus, in the case OΩ = Ok, we deduce an isomorphism of finite groups
H1fl(Z, N )/H
0
T (Γ,O×k ) ∼= Pic (Ok). (2.4)
If n is odd, then Nk/Q(−1) = (−1)n = −1. Therefore: H1fl(Z, N) ∼= Pic (Ok) and it follows that
hk = |H1fl(Z, N)|. (2.5)
In the quadratic case n = 2, we have k = Q(
√
d) for some square-free integer d 6∈ {0, 1}. If OΩ is the
maximal order Ok, we set hd and Nd to be the class number hk and the Z-group N , respectively.
Then (2.3) implies
|H1fl(Z, Nd)| = hd · 2ε(d), (2.6)
where [Ono2, §5,Example 2]:
ε(d) :=
{
1 d < 0 or (d > 0 and Nk/Q(O×k ) = {1})
0 otherwise.
(2.7)
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Let Pic+(Ok) be the narrow class group of k and let h+d denote its cardinality. It is equal to hd
unless d > 0 and Nk/Q(O×k ) = {1}, in which case h+d = 2hd, and so (2.6) simplifies to
|H1fl(Z, Nd)| = h+d · 2µ(d), µ(d) :=
{
1 d < 0
0 d > 0.
(2.8)
Hence computing the narrow class number h+d is equivalent to determining |H1fl(Z, N d)|.
3. The class set of the norm torus
Let G be an affine flat group scheme defined over SpecZ with generic fiber G. The geometric
fiber of G at the prime p, namely its extension to SpecZp, is denoted by Gp. We consider the adelic
group G(A) and its subgroup G(A∞) over the ring of integral ade`les A∞ := R×
∏
p Zp.
Definition 1. The class set of G is the set of double cosets Cl∞(G) := G(A∞)\G(A)/G(Q). This
set is finite ([BP, Prop. 3.9]) and its cardinality, denoted by h(G), is called the class number of G.
Definition 2. Let S be a finite set of places in Q. The first Tate-Shafarevich group of G over Q
relative to S is:
X
1
S(Q, G) := ker
[
H1(Q, G)→
∏
v/∈S
H1(Qv, Gv)
]
.
When S = ∅, we simply write X1(Q, G).
Remark 3.1. Let G be an affine, flat, and finitely generated Z-group scheme. Y. Nisnevich [Nis,
Theorem I.3.5.] proved that there exists an exact sequence of pointed sets
1→ Cl∞(G)→ H1fl(Z, G)→ H1(Q, G)×
∏
p
H1fl(Zp, Gp) (3.1)
whose left exactness reflects the fact that Cl∞(G) is the set of twisted Z-forms of G that are
isomorphic to G over some flat extension of Z and over some flat extension of Zp for all p. If
H1fl(Zp, Gp) injects into H
1(Qp, Gp) for any p, this sequence simplifies to
1→ Cl∞(G)→ H1fl(Z, G)→ H1(Q, G). (3.2)
More precisely, there is an exact sequence of pointed sets (cf. [GP, Corollary A.8])
1→ Cl∞(G)→ H1fl(Z, G)→ B → 1 (3.3)
in which
B =
{
[γ] ∈ H1(Q, G) : [γ ⊗ Zp] ∈ Im
(
H1fl(Zp, Gp)→ H1(Qp, Gp)
) ∀p} .
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Let p be a rational prime, and let P be a prime of k dividing p. Since k/Q is a Galois extension,
the local field kP is independent of the choice of P , up to isomorphism. Observe that k⊗QQp ∼= krP ,
where r is the number of primes of k dividing p. The norm map Nk/Q induces a map Nr : k⊗QQp →
Qp; under the isomorphism above this corresponds to the product of the norm maps NkP /Qp on the
components. Similarly, Ok ⊗Z Zp ≃ OrkP . Write UP for O×kP .
Applying flat cohomology to the short exact sequence of flat Zp-groups
1→ Np → Rp → (Gm)p → 1
yields the exact sequence
1→ Np(Zp)→ Rp(Zp) ∼= U rP Nr−→ Z×p → H1fl(Zp, Np)→ 1,
since H1fl(Zp, Rp) is the Picard group of a product of local rings and thus vanishes. We deduce that
H1fl(Zp, Np)
∼= Z×p /Nr(U rP ) = Z×p /NkP /Qp(UP ). Applying Galois cohomology to the short exact
sequence of Qp-groups
1→ Np → Rp → (Gm)p → 1
gives rise to the exact sequence of abelian groups
1→ Np(Qp)→ Rp(Qp) ∼= (k×P )r
Nr−→ Q×p → H1(Qp, Np)→ 1,
where the rightmost term vanishes by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Hence H1(Qp, Np) ∼= Q×p /NkP /Qp(k×P ).
Note that UP is compact and thus NkP /Qp(UP ) is closed in Q
×
p . Only units have norms that are
units, so we obtain an embedding of groups:
H1fl(Zp, N p)
∼= Z×p /NkP /Qp(UP ) →֒ Q×p /NkP /Qp(k×P ) ∼= H1(Qp, Np). (3.4)
Corollary 3.2. Suppose k/Q is cyclic. Let Sr be the set of primes dividing ∆k. Then there is an
exact sequence of abelian groups (compare with Formula (5.3) in [Mor]):
1→ Cl∞(N )→ H1fl(Z, N)→X1Sr∪{∞}(Q, N)→ 1.
Proof. Since H1fl(Zp, N p) embeds into H
1(Qp, Np) for any prime p by (3.4), the Z-group scheme
N admits the exact sequence (3.3), in which the terms are abelian groups as N is commutative.
The pointed set Cl∞(N) is bijective to the first Nisnevich cohomology set H1Nis(Z, N ) (cf. [Nis,
I. Theorem 2.8]), which is a subgroup of H1fl(Z, N ) because any Nisnevich cover is flat. Hence the
first map is an embedding. As k/Q is abelian, at any prime p the local Artin reciprocity law (cf.
[Mil, I. Theorem 1.1]) implies that:
np = |Gal(kp/Qp)| = [Q×p : Nkp/Qp(k×P )] = |H1(Qp, Np)|.
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Furthermore, this rule shows that |H1fl(Zp, Np)| = [Up : Nkp/Qp(UP )] equals the ramification index
ep (see [KCon, Theorem 7.6]). So if k/Q is cyclic, for which at any p ramification is totally
ramification, ep is np at ramified places and 1 elsewhere. This means following (3.4) thatH
1
fl(Zp, Np)
coincides with H1(Qp, Np) at ramified primes p and vanishes elesewhere. Thus B consists of classes
[γ] ∈ H1(Q, N) whose geometric fibers vanish at unramified places, i.e., B = X1Sr∪{∞}(Q, N). 
Remark 3.3. The group B = X1Sr∪{∞}(Q, N) can be embedded in
∏
v∈Sr∪{∞}H
1(Qv, Nv), as
can be seen by applying the Snake Lemma to the following exact diagram (cf. [Mor, p.140]):
H1(Q, N)
 _
l

H1(Q, N)
m
∏
v∈Sr∪{∞}
H1(Qv, Nv)
  //
∏
v
H1(Qv, Nv) // //
∏
v/∈Sr∪{∞}
H1(Qv, Nv)
in which ker(l) = X1(Q, N) = 0 for cyclic k/Q by the Hasse Norm Theorem [Ono1, Prop. 4.5.1],
and B = ker(m). In particular, if [k : Q] = n is prime, then B has exponent n.
4. Norm forms of quadratic number fields
Throughout the rest of this paper we will assume that k is a quadratic number field, so that
k = Q(
√
d), where d 6∈ {0, 1} is a square-free integer. Recall that a binary integral quadratic form
is a homogeneous polynomial of order two in two variables. with coefficients in Z:
q : Z2 → Z; q(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2, a, b, c ∈ Z.
The form q is represented by the symmetric 2 × 2 matrix Bq =
(
a b/2
b/2 c
)
satisfying q(x, y) =
(x, y)tBq(x, y). We denote q by the triple (a, b, c). The discriminant of q is the integer b
2 − 4ac.
Two integral forms q and q′ are said to be Z-isomorphic if there exists A ∈ GL2(Z) such that
q ◦ A = q′; this means that q(A(x, y)) = q′(x, y) for all x, y ∈ Z. This condition can be stated
equivalently as AtBqA = Bq′ . Such a matrix A is called an isometry . If detA = 1, then we say
that A gives a proper isomorphism between q and q′.
Definition 3. The orthogonal group scheme of q is the Z-group of its self-isometries:
Oq := {A ∈ GL2 : q ◦A = q}.
Note that detA = ±1 for all A ∈ Oq.
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Definition 4. Let Ω = {ω1, ω2} ⊂ Ok be a basis of a quadratic order OΩ ⊆ Ok. The norm form
associated to Ω is the integral quadratic form:
qΩ(x, y) := Nk/Q(xω1 + yω2), ∀x, y ∈ Z.
Let OΩ be the orthogonal group of qΩ, and let O
+
Ω be the subgroup consisting of matrixes with
determinant 1.
Lemma 4.1. Let Ω be a basis of the quadratic order OΩ ⊆ Ok. Then O+Ω = NΩ.
Proof. Observing the commutative diagrams
Z2
r
∼=
//
qΩ

OΩ
Nk/Q

Z Z
Aut(OΩ) ρ∼= //
Nk/Q

RΩ
det

Gm Gm
in which r(x, y) = ω1x+ ω2y, we see that
O+Ω = {A ∈GL2 : qΩ ◦A = qΩ, det(A) = 1}
= {a ∈ Aut(OΩ) : Nk/Q ◦ a = Nk/Q, Nk/Q(a) = 1}
= {B ∈ RΩ : det(B) = 1} = NΩ. 
Let qd be the norm form associated to the basis Ω = {1, ω} of the maximal order Ok. It is
well-known that we may take ω = 1+
√
d
2 if d ≡ 1(mod 4) and ω =
√
d otherwise. Then
qd =
{
(1, 1, c) d ≡ 1(mod 4)
(1, 0,−d) d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4) and Bqd =


(
1 1/2
1/2 c
)
d ≡ 1(mod 4)
(
1 0
0 −d
)
d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4),
(4.1)
where c = 1−d4 . Hence
Nd =
{
SpecZ[x, y]/
(
x2 + xy + cy2 − 1) d ≡ 1(mod 4),
SpecZ[x, y]/(x2 − dy2 − 1) d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4).
The integral matrix realization ι(N d(Z)) is given by
Ad =


(
x −cy
y x+ y
)
: det = 1 d ≡ 1(mod4),
(
x dy
y x
)
: det = 1 d ≡ 2, 3(mod4).
(4.2)
These two integral models of N , being flat (see Remark 2.1), share the same generic fiber
N = Nd ⊗SpecZ Q = SpecQ[x, y]/(x2 − dy2 − 1).
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5. The flat cohomology of the orthogonal group of a norm form
Let Od be the orthogonal group of the norm form qd with generic fiber Od = Od⊗SpecZ k. Since
Nd is the intersection of Od with SL2, one might have expected Nd to be the kernel of Od
det−−→ µ
2
.
However, this need not be true: the map det may not be flat locally at (2), thus not producing a
flat kernel (see B. Conrad’s notes [BCon, Cor. 2.7]), whereas Nd is flat by Lemma 2.1. So we ask
whether Od/N d is affine and whether it is a finite group scheme.
Lemma 5.1. A separated flat group scheme G of finite type over a Dedekind ring is finite if and
only if all fibers are affine and finite of a constant rank.
Proof. The direct direction is obvious. Conversely, if all fibers are affine,then [SGA3, VIB, Propo-
sition 12.10.(iii)] yields that the map G→ Gaf is an isomorphism. Hence G is affine. 
Both Od and Nd are affine and flat of the same dimension, since Od is a union of Nd and adNd,
where ad ∈ Od is an element of order two. For instance, we may take
ad =


(
1 1
0 −1
)
d ≡ 1(mod 4),
(
1 0
0 −1
)
d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4).
(5.1)
Thus Od/Nd is separated and of finite type and its rank remains 2 locally everywhere. So it is
finite by Lemma 5.1. Up to isomorphism, there are only two finite Z-groups of order 2, namely
(Z/2)Z := SpecZ[t]/(t
2 − t) and µ
2
:= SpecZ[t]/(t2 − 1); see, for instance, [TO, p.21, Corollary].
These two Z-groups are locally isomorphic everywhere except for at (2), in which case µ
2
⊗SpecZ F2
contains one nilpotent point while (Z/2)Z ⊗SpecZ F2 is reduced and contains two points.
Remark 5.2. The short exact sequence of Z-groups
1→ Nd → Od → Od/N d → 1
splits. Indeed, one may consider the section mapping the non-trivial element in Od/Nd to ad.
We now establish a basic result that will be used later.
Lemma 5.3. Let d be any integer. The ring Z[
√
d] has a unique prime ideal containing 2.
Proof. The case d ∈ {0, 1} is obvious, so we assume that it does not hold. We may assume without
loss of generality that d is square-free. If d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4), then Z[
√
d] = Od is a Dedekind domain
and 2 ramifies in Q(
√
d), so that 2Od = p2, where p is the unique prime ideal of Od dividing (2).
Now suppose that d ≡ 1(mod 4). Then Od/Z[
√
d] is an integral extension of rings, so by [Mat,
8
Theorem 9.3] any prime ideal of Z[
√
d] has the form Z[
√
d] ∩ p, where p is a prime ideal of Od.
If d ≡ 5(mod 8), then 2 is inert in Q(√d); see [NZ, Theorem 9.29(4)]. Thus 2Od is prime and is
the unique prime ideal of Od containing 2; this implies our claim by the previous observation. If
d ≡ 1(mod 8), then 2Od = p1p2 = p1∩p2 for distinct prime ideals p1 and p2 of Od. Hence Z[
√
d]∩p1
and Z[
√
d] ∩ p2 each contain I = Z[
√
d] ∩ 2Od = {a+ b
√
d : a ≡ b (mod 2)}. Since I has index 2 in
the ring Z[
√
d] and thus is a maximal ideal, it is the unique prime ideal of Z[
√
d] containing 2. 
5.1. The case d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4). If d ≡ 2, 3(mod 4), then since the reduction mod 2 of ad is the
identity matrix, the reduction of Od/Nd at (2) is nilpotent and contains only one point. Hence the
finite group Od/Nd must be isomorphic to µ2. The resulting short exact sequence is
1→ Nd → Od det−→ µ2 → 1. (5.2)
Since det(diag(1,−1)) = −1 and thus Od(Z) det−→ {±1} is onto, flat cohomology yields the following
exact sequence of pointed sets:
1→ H1fl(Z, N d) δ→ H1fl(Z,Od)
disc
։ H1fl(Z, µ2)
∼= {±1}.
Here disc, which assigns to any class [q] ∈ H1fl(Z,Od) the sign of the discriminant of q, is surjective
because [(1, 0, d)], [(1, 0,−d)] ∈ H1fl(Z,Od): observe that (1, 0, d) becomes isomorphic to (1, 0,−d)
over Z[i] by the isometry A = diag(1, i).
Lemma 5.4. Let POd be the twisted form of Od by an Nd-torsor P . Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) The map H1fl(Z, Nd)
δ→ H1fl(Z,Od) is injective.
(2) The map POd(Z)
det−→ µ
2
(Z) is surjective for any [P ] ∈ H1fl(Z, Nd).
(3) The µ
2
(Z)-action on H1fl(Z, N d) is trivial.
Proof. Consider the exact and commutative diagram (cf. [Gir, III, Lemma 3.3.4])
Od(Z)
det
// µ
2
(Z) // H1fl(Z, Nd)
∼= θP

δ
// H1fl(Z,Od)
r∼=

POd(Z)
det
// µ
2
(Z) // H1fl(Z,
P Nd)
δ′
// H1fl(Z,
P Od),
where the map δ′ is obtained by applying flat cohomology to the sequence (5.2) while replacing Od
by the twisted group scheme POd, and θP is the induced twisting bijection.
(1)⇔ (2): The map δ is injective if any class [P ] of Nd-torsors is the unique pre-image of δ([P ]) ∈
H1fl(Z,Od). By commutativity of the diagram, this is equivalent to the distinguished point in
H1fl(Z,
P Nd) being the unique pre-image of its image, for any choice of a twisted form
PNd of Nd,
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i.e. to the triviality of ker(δ′) for any Nd-torsor P . By exactness of the rows, this is condition (2).
(1) ⇔ (3): By [Gir, Proposition III.3.3.3(iv)], δ′ induces an injection of H1fl(Z, Nd)/µ2(Z) into
H1fl(Z,Od). Thus δ : H
1
fl(Z, Nd) → H1fl(Z,Od) is injective if and only if µ2(Z) acts on H1fl(Z, N d)
trivially. 
Lemma 5.5. If d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4) then
H1fl(Z,Od) = (H
1
fl(Z, Nd)/ ∼)
∐
(H1fl(Z, N
′
−d)/ ∼),
where H1fl(Z, Nd) and H
1
fl(Z, N
′
−d) properly classify integral forms that are isomorphic in the flat
topology to (1, 0,−d) and (1, 0, d), respectively, and the relation ∼ is given by [(a, b, c)] ∼ [(a,−b, c)].
Each of these groups is entirely embedded if and only if it satisfies one (hence all) of the conditions
of Lemma 5.4.
Proof. The sequence (5.2) splits by Remark 5.2, so that Od
∼= Nd⋊µ2. By [Gil, Lemma 2.6.3] this
implies the decomposition
H1fl(Z,Od) = H
1
fl(Z, N d)/µ2(Z)
∐
H1fl(Z, N
′
−d)/µ2(Z), (5.3)
where N ′−d is the special orthogonal group of the unique twisted quadratic form q
′
−d corresponding
to the non-trivial µ
2
-torsor represented by {t2 = −1}, and the quotients are taken modulo the
equivalence relation given by the action of µ
2
(Z) on each group. The form q′−d is represented by(
1 0
0 i
)(
1 0
0 −d
)(
1 0
0 i
)
=
(
1 0
0 d
)
,
hence q′−d = (1, 0, d) and disc(q
′
−d) = −∆k. The non-trivial element of µ2(Z) acts via conjugation by
diag(1,−1), so it maps a form (a, b, c) to its opposite (a,−b, c). The rest follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Remark 5.6. Set O′−d ≃ N ′−d ⋊ µ2. Observe that if we start the argument of the previous
proof from H1fl(Z,O
′
−d), we obtain exactly the same decomposition. In particular, H
1
fl(Z,Od) ≃
H1fl(Z,O
′
−d) when d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4).
Example 5.7. The set H1fl(Z, N 11) contains 2h11 = 2 classes {[±(1, 0,−11)]}, with no opposite
couples; see Lemma 5.12 below. However, H1fl(Z, N
′
−11) contains h′−11 = 6 classes by [Bue, Ch.2,
p.20]. Precisely, we have H1fl(Z, N
′
−11) = {[±(1, 0, 11)], [±(3,±2, 4)]}. The pairs (3,±2, 4) and
(−3,±2,−4) coincide in H1fl(Z,Od). Thus |H1fl(Z,Od)| = 2 + 4 = 6.
Now suppose d ≡ 3 (mod 4), and d 6= −1. By Lemma 4.1, the special orthogonal group N ′−d
appearing in Lemma 5.5 is equal toO+Ω for Ω = {1,
√−d}. Set k′ = Q(√−d). Since −d ≡ 1 (mod 4),
the order OΩ = Z[
√−d] is a proper subring of Ok′ = Z[1+
√−d
2 ]. We relate the Picard groups of
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these rings by studying their localizations. For any prime ideal p of OΩ, let Op be the localization
of OΩ at p, and let (Ok′)p be the integral closure of Op in Ok′ . Then [KP, Theorem 5.6] provides
an exact sequence of abelian groups
1→ O×Ω
ϕ→ O×k′ →
⊕
p
(Ok′)×p /O×p → Pic (OΩ)→ Pic (Ok′)→ 1. (5.4)
Here the direct sum runs over the prime ideals of OΩ. Let F denote the conductor of Ok′/OΩ,
namely the largest ideal of OΩ which is also an ideal of Ok′ . By [KP, Proposition 6.2] we have the
following isomorphism for any p:
(Ok′)×p /O×p ∼= ((Ok′)p/F · (Ok′)p)×
/
(Op/FOp)×. (5.5)
Since OΩ = Z+2Ok′ , the conductor is F = 2Ok′ . It is a maximal ideal of OΩ; since localization at
any prime commutes with factorization modulo F , we have (Op/FOp)× = (OΩ/FOΩ)×p = F×2 = 1.
Moreover, we see that (Ok′)×p ∼= O×p if 2 6∈ p, so such places make no contribution to the direct
sum in (5.4). It remains therefore to compute (Ok′)×q for the unique (see Lemma 5.3) place 2 ∈ q,
where Ok′ denotes the reduction of Ok′ modulo F . Note that OΩ/q ≃ F2 and that c = 1+d4 is odd
if d ≡ 3(mod 8) and even if d ≡ 7(mod 8). If c¯ ∈ F2 is the image of c, then it follows from (4.2) that
(Ok′)×q ∼= (R−d(F2))q =
{
(A−d)q =
(
a c¯b
b a+ b
)
: a, b ∈ F2, det(A−d) 6= 0
}
∼=
{
Z/3 d ≡ 3(mod 8)
1 d ≡ 7(mod 8).
This holds also when d = −1. We deduce from (5.4) that if d ≡ 7 (mod 8), then Pic OΩ ≃ Pic O−d.
If d ≡ 3 (mod 8), then (5.4) implies that
|Pic (OΩ)|
h−d
=
3
| coker(ϕ)| . (5.6)
If d 6= 3, the unit groups O×Ω and O×k′ contain the same roots of unity. Moreover, if d > 0, these
groups have no free part, hence | coker(ϕ)| = 1. If d = 3, then clearly | coker(ϕ)| = 3. If d < 0,
then the free parts of both O×Ω and O×k′ have rank 1, and coker(ϕ) = [〈ε〉 : 〈εm〉] = m, where ε is
a fundamental unit of k′ and εm is a generator of O×Ω . Note that m|3 by (5.4), so that m = 3 or
m = 1. The case m = 1 occurs, for instance, when d = −37 and d = −101; see sequence A108160
in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences.
Corollary 5.8. Let d ≡ 3 (mod 4). Set η(d) = 1 if d ≡ 3 (mod 8) and one of the following two
conditions holds:
• d > 3
• d < 0 and O×−d ⊂ Z[
√−d].
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Otherwise, set η(d) = 0. Then |Pic Z[√−d]| = 3η(d) · h−d.
If the norm map Nk/Q attains the value −1 for any element of O×Ω , it does so for a generator of
its free part. As m is odd, this implies that Nk/Q(O×k′) = Nk/Q(O×Ω ). Thus (2.3) and Corollary 5.8
show that
|H1fl(Z, N ′−d)|
|H1fl(Z, N−d)|
=
|Pic Z[√−d]|
h−d
= 3η(d). (5.7)
Example 5.9. We tabulate the following data from [Bue]: see page 19 for the second and fourth
columns and page 20 for the third, noting that, as the forms obtained are definite, the number of
total classes is double the number of positive classes by Proposition 5.13 below.
0 < d ≡ 3(mod4) h−d |H1fl(Z, N ′−d)| |H1fl(Z, N−d)| c = 1+d4
3 1 2 2 1
7 1 2 2 2
11 1 6 2 3
15 2 4 4 4
19 1 6 2 5
23 3 6 6 6
Example 5.10. Let d = −5. Then (Ok′)×(2)/O
×
(2)
∼= Z/3 by the argument preceding (5.6). Since
1+
√
5
2 ∈ O−d is a unit, we have η(d) = 0. Indeed, the embedding ϕ : OΩ → Ok′ is given, in the
integral matrix realization of (4.2), by the linear transformation
ϕ :
(
x 5y
y x
)
7→
(
x− y 2y
2y x+ y
)
.
Writing free(N ′5(Z)) = (z) and free(N 5(Z)) = (u), where
z =
(
2 5
1 2
)
and u =
(
0 1
1 1
)
, we get ϕ(z) =
(
1 2
2 3
)
= u3.
We have |H1fl(Z, N ′−5)| = |H1fl(Z, N−5)| = 2h+−5 = 2h−5 = 4, where the first equality is (5.7) and
the second is (2.8). Indeed, H1fl(Z, N
′
−5) = {±[(1, 0, 5)],±[(2, 2, 3)]} by [Bue, p.20].
5.2. The case d ≡ 1 (mod 4). When d ≡ 1(mod4), a different behavior is exhibited. In this
case, Od/Nd contains two points also at the reduction at (2), as the reduction of ad modulo 2 is
not the identity by (5.1). Thus Od/Nd must be isomorphic to (Z/2)Z. Moreover, the norm form
qd defined in (4.1) is unimodular in this case, i.e. non-degenerate locally everywhere. Hence the
natural projection Dqd : Od → (Z/2)Z is the Dickson epimorphism (see [BCon, Prop. 1.5] for its
definition). Applying flat cohomology to the resulting short exact sequence
1→ Nd → Od
Dqd−−→ (Z/2)Z → 1
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yields the exact sequence of pointed sets
1→ H1fl(Z, Nd) i→ H1fl(Z,Od) δ→ H1fl(Z, (Z/2)Z). (5.8)
The left exactness is due to the surjectivity of Dqd : Od(Z) → Z/2 = {0, 1}, as ad has non-trivial
reduction modulo 2. Since (Z/2)Z is smooth, the rightmost term coincides with H
1
e´t(Z, (Z/2)Z)
by [SGA4, Corollaire VIII.2.3], and the induced map δ assigns to any class [q] ∈ H1fl(Z,Od) an e´tale
double cover of Z (cf. [BCon, p.6]), whence δ is trivial as Z admits no such cover. This also means
that the classification in H1fl(Z,Od) is only proper, so together with ker(i) = 1, this implies that i
is injective. We have established the following.
Corollary 5.11. If d ≡ 1 (mod 4), there is an isomorphism of abelian groups H1fl(Z, N d) ∼= H1fl(Z,Od).
As mentioned in the introduction, Gauss showed that the proper isomorphism classes of forms
of discriminant ∆k are parametrized by Pic
+(Ok). If d < 0, this classification treats only positive
definite forms, i.e. those for which a, c > 0. The following lemma completes the proper classification.
Lemma 5.12. If d 6∈ {0, 1} is a square-free integer, then H1fl(Z, N d) = {±1}µ(d)×Pic+(Ok), where
µ(d) =
{
1 d < 0
0 d > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we haveH1fl(Z, Nd) = H
1
fl(Z,O
+
d ), and the latter properly classifes the integral
quadratic forms that are locally isomorphic to qd for the flat topology, thus of discriminant ∆k.
So if d > 0, then H1fl(Z, Nd) naturally injects into Pic
+(Ok), which properly classifies all binary
quadratic forms of discriminant ∆k by classical work of Gauss [FT, Theorem 58]. Since H
1
fl(Z, N d)
and Pic+(Ok) have the same cardinality by (2.8), we have obtained a natural bijection between
them.
If d < 0, however, then Pic+(Ok) classifies only the positive definite forms (see the proof
referenced above of the theorem of Gauss). So the subset H1fl(Z, N d)
+ of classes of positive forms
injects into Pic+(Ok) = Pic Ok. If [q] ∈ H1fl(Z, Nd), then the isometry diag(
√−1,√−1) shows that
[−q] belongs to H1fl(Z,Od). Thus [−q] ∈ H1fl(Z, Nd) by Corollary 5.11. Furthermore, since q realizes
only non-negative values and −q realizes non-positive values, the two forms q and −q cannot be
Z-equivalent. Since every definite form is positive or negative, we have {±1} × H1fl(Z, Nd)+ =
H1fl(Z, Nd), and we have just shown that this injects into {±1} × Pic+(Ok). Again by (2.8), these
sets have the same cardinality, so our injection is a bijection. 
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Proposition 5.13. For any square-free integer d 6∈ {0, 1}, the abelian group Pic+(Z[√d]) properly
classifies the integral forms isomorphic to (1, 0, d) in the flat topology (only positive definite if d < 0)
via: [(a, b, c)] 7→ [〈a, b√d〉], and {±1}µ(d) × Pic+(Z[√d]) classifies also the negative definite forms.
Proof. If d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4), then Z[
√
d] = Ok and the claim is Lemma 5.12. So assume d ≡ 1 (mod 4)
and set Ω = {1,
√
d}. We first show that H1fl(Z,O+Ω)+ ∼= Pic+(Z[
√
d]). The morphism of Z-groups
ϕ : RΩ = SpecZ[x, y, t
−1]/(x2 − dy2 − t) → Rd = SpecZ[a, b, t−1]/(a2 + ab + cb2 − t) defined by
(a, b, t) 7→ (x− y, 2y, t), via their integral matrix representations (similarly to (4.2)) is
ϕ :
(
x dy
y x
)
7→
(
x− y −2cy
2y x+ y
)
. (5.9)
It induces an embedding of the groups of units ϕZ : RΩ(Z)
∼= O×Ω →֒ Rd(Z) ∼= O×k , thus also a
surjection i∗ : Pic Z[
√
d]։ Pic Ok (cf. (5.4)). Since ϕ preserves the determinant it can be restricted
to ϕ : NΩ → Nd. This only fails to be an isomorphism of group schemes locally at (2), where it is
not even a monomorphism. Restricting to the small site of flat extensions, the sheafifications N˜Ω
and N˜d admit, due to the flatness of their associated schemes, the following diagram of abelian
groups for any flat extension R of Z:
N˜Ω(R)
ϕ˜R
// N˜d(R)
NΩ(R)
  ϕR //
 _

Nd(R) _

N(Q)
∼=
// N(Q).
We deduce that ϕ˜ : N˜Ω → N˜d is a monomorphism of sheaves and that the quotient Q = N˜d/N˜Ω
has a support in the (2)-fiber only. Flat cohomology then yields the exactness of
1→ N˜Ω(Z)
ϕ˜Z−→ N˜d(Z)→ Q(Z)→ H1fl(Z, NΩ)
ϕ∗−→ H1fl(Z, Nd)→ H1fl(Z, Q). (5.10)
We saw after Corollary 5.8 that Nk/Q(O×Ω ) = Nk/Q(O×k ), so the two exact sequences of abelian
groups associated to Ω and {1, ω} in (2.3) are related by the exact and commutative diagram
1 // {±1}/Nk/Q(O×Ω ) // H1fl(Z, NΩ)
(iΩ)∗
//
ϕ∗


Pic (Z[
√
d]) //
i∗


1
1 // {±1}/Nk/Q(O×k ) // H1fl(Z, N d)
(id)∗
// Pic (Ok) // 1
(5.11)
Since i∗ is surjective, a diagram chase shows that ϕ∗ is surjective as well. Lemma 5.12 identifies
{±1}µ(d) × Pic+(Ok) with H1fl(Z, N d). By Lemma 4.1, the pointed set H1fl(Z, NΩ) is equal to the
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proper classification H1fl(Z,O
+
Ω). We claim that Pic
+(Z[
√
d]) embeds naturally in H1fl(Z, NΩ) and
that ϕ−1∗ (Pic
+(Ok)) = Pic+(Z[
√
d]). This will imply that ϕ∗ is an extension of i∗.
If d < −3, then O×Ω = O×k and ϕ∗ is a bijection, so that Q(Z) = 1. In fact, ϕ∗ maps the class of
the base point (1, 0,−d) to the class of (1, 1, c); more generally, since O+Ω = NΩ, any form twisted
by a (not necessarily self) isometry g ∈ SL2(Z) is mapped to the corresponding twisting:
ϕ∗ :
[
gt
(
1 0
0 −d
)
g
]
7→
[
gt
(
1 1/2
1/2 c
)
g
]
.
Explicitly, for g =
(
α β
γ δ
)
this reads
ϕ∗ :
[(
Nk/Q
(
α+ γ
√
d
)
, ∗,Nk/Q
(
β + δ
√
d
))]
7→ [(Nk/Q (α+ γω) , ∗,Nk/Q (β + δω))] .
Set A =
(
α dγ
γ α
)
∈ RΩ(Z) and observe that Nk/Q(α+ γ
√
d) = detA, while Nk/Q (α+ γω) =
det(ϕ(A) ∈ Rd(Z)). Since ϕ preserves determinants by (5.9), this implies that only positive
definite forms in H1fl(Z, NΩ) are mapped by ϕ∗ to positive definite forms in H
1
fl(Z, N d). Hence
ϕ−1∗ (Pic (Ok)) = Pic (Z[
√
d]), as claimed.
If d > 0, then H1fl(Z, Nd) is identified with Pic
+(Ok). If Nk/Q(O×Ω ) = {±1}, then Pic+(Ok) =
Pic Ok and the claim is obvious. Otherwise, Nk/Q(O×Ω ) = {1} and the diagram (5.11) becomes
1 // {±1} // H1fl(Z, NΩ)
(iΩ)∗
//
ϕ∗


Pic (Z[
√
d]) //
i∗


1
1 // {±1} // Pic+(Ok)
(id)∗
// Pic (Ok) // 1,
where (id)∗ multiplies ideals by the subgroup of all principal ideals in Ok (not only the totally
positive ones), and ϕ∗ : a 7→ aOk extends ideals by extending the integral basis from {1,
√
d} to
{1, 1+
√
d
2 } (see before [KP, Theorem 5.6] and recall that d ≡ 1 (mod 4)). By the commutativity of
the diagram, these two operations commute. Thus ϕ−1∗ (Pic
+(Ok)) ≃ Pic+(Z[
√
d]), as claimed.
Gauss identified H1fl(Z, Nd)
+ with Pic+(Ok) via the map [(a, b, c)] 7→ [〈a, b+
√
d
2 〉]. We have shown
that the composition of ϕ∗ with Gauss’ map is an extension of i∗ to Pic+(Z[
√
d]). Noting that
i∗([(
√
d)]) = [(ω)], the asserted map fits into the commutative diagram
H1fl(Z, NΩ)
+ [(a,b,c)] 7→[〈a,b
√
d〉]
∼ //
ϕ∗


Pic+(Z[
√
d])
√
d7→ω


H1fl(Z, N d)
+
[(a,b,c)] 7→[〈a, b+
√
d
2
〉]
∼ // Pic
+(Ok)
and it is an isomorphism of abelian groups, being a lift of the Gauss’ one. 
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5.3. Conclusions. Having studied the cases d ≡ 1 (mod 4) and d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4) separately, we
gather together our results. Let d 6∈ {0, 1} be a square-free integer.
Proposition 5.14. Let md be the number of opposite pairs [(a,±b, c)] contained in Pic+(Ok), and
let ld be the number of such pairs in PicZ[
√−d]. Let h+d be the narrow class number of Q(
√
d).
Then
|H1fl(Z,Od)| =


2µ(d)h+d d ≡ 1 (mod 4)
2µ(d)h+d + 2
µ(−d)h+−d −md − ld d ≡ 2 (mod 4)
2µ(d)h+d + 2
µ(−d) · 3η(d)h+−d −md − ld d ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Proof. If d ≡ 1 (mod 4) then |H1fl(Z,Od)| = |H1fl(Z, Nd)| = h+d · 2µ(d), where the first equality is
Corollary 5.11 and the second comes from (2.8). Otherwise, use Lemma 5.5 and notice that if
d ≡ 2 (mod 4), then −d ≡ 2 (mod 4) as well, so N ′−d = N−d. On the other hand, if d ≡ 3 (mod 4),
then −d ≡ 1 (mod 4), and the claim follows from (5.7). 
The following corollary may be viewed as an extension of the theorem of Gauss stating that
the composition of any class in Pic+(Ok), of any genus, with itself belongs to the principal genus.
See [Knu, p. 310] for details.
Corollary 5.15. For any class [q] ∈ H1fl(Z,O+d ), the class [q ⊗ q] belongs to the principal genus.
Proof. We have seen in (3.4) that H1fl(Zp, (N d)p) injects into H
1(Qp, Np) for any p. As a result, by
Remark 3.1 and (4.1) we obtain that
Cl∞(O+d ) = Cl∞(N d) = ker[H
1
fl(Z, Nd = O
+
d )→ H1(Q, N)],
showing that Cl∞(O+d ) is the principal genus of q. Moreover, the quotient H
1
fl(Z, Nd)/Cl∞(N d) =
X
1
Sr∪{∞}(Q, N) has exponent 2 by Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.3. Recall that Nd is commutative.
Thus for any class [q] in the groupH1fl(Z, Nd), the class of the tensor product q⊗q lies in Cl∞(N d) =
Cl∞(O+d ). 
Remark 5.16. Corollary 3.2 shows that Cl∞(N d) embeds as a subgroup in H1fl(Z, Nd). The latter
group is a disjoint union of classes of integral quadratic binary forms of discriminant ∆k of all gen-
era. This embedding holds for any twisted form of qd, hence the quotient H
1
fl(Z, N d)/Cl∞(Nd) ≃
X
1
Sr∪{∞}(Q, Nd) is in bijection with the set of proper genera of qd. Hence there are 2
|Sr |−1 such
proper genera, as was initially proved by Gauss; see also [Ono2, §5, Example 2] and [Wat, Corol-
lary 16].
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